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ABSTRACT

This chapter considers parallel implementation of the online multi-label regularized least-squares machine-learning algorithm for embedded hardware platforms. The authors focus on the following properties required in real-time adaptive systems: learning in online fashion, that is, the model improves with new data but does not require storing it; the method can fully utilize the computational abilities of modern embedded multi-core computer architectures; and the system efficiently learns to predict several labels simultaneously. They demonstrate on a hand-written digit recognition task that the online algorithm converges faster, with respect to the amount of training data processed, to an accurate solution than a stochastic gradient descent based baseline. Further, the authors show that our parallelization of the method scales well on a quad-core platform. Moreover, since Network-on-Chip (NoC) has been proposed as a promising candidate for future multi-core architectures, they implement a NoC system consisting of 16 cores. The proposed machine learning algorithm is evaluated in the NoC platform. Experimental results show that, by optimizing the cache behaviour of the program, cache/memory efficiency can improve significantly. Results from the chapter provide a guideline for designing future embedded multi-core machine learning devices.

INTRODUCTION

The design of adaptive systems is an emerging topic in the area of pervasive and embedded computing. Rather than exhibiting pre-programmed behaviour, it would in many applications be beneficial for systems to be able to adapt to their environment. Isoaho et al. (2010) analyze current key challenges in developing embedded systems. One of the outlined main challenges is...
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self-awareness, meaning that a system should be able to monitor its environment and own state, and based on this optimize its behaviour in order to meet service quality criteria. System security is outlined as another major challenge, as is making best use of parallelism that is increasingly present in modern embedded systems.

In order to meet these goals, a system should automatically learn to model its environment in order to choose correct actions, and over time improve its performance as more feedback is gained. Automatically constructed mathematical model of a system may be used to predict the future behaviour, given as input the current state and planned actions, an approach known as model predictive control. The behaviour patterns of software or human agents may be automatically observed in order to recognize possible security risks. And even more, imagine smart music players that adapt to the musical preferences of their owner, intelligent traffic systems that monitor and predict traffic conditions and re-direct cars accordingly, etc. Thus we motivate the need for a generic approach to learning predictive models in embedded environments, which are typically characterized by properties such as need for fast (and constant) response times, limited amount of memory resources and parallel computing architecture.

Machine Learning in Embedded Systems

Machine learning (ML) is a branch of computer science founded on the idea of designing computer algorithms capable of improving their prediction performance automatically over time through experience (Mitchell, 1997). Such approaches offer the possibility to gain new knowledge through automated discovery of patterns and relations in data. Further, these methods can provide the benefit of freeing humans from doing laborious and repetitive tasks, when a computer can be trained to perform them. This is especially important in problem areas where there are massive amounts of complex data available, such as in image recognition or natural language processing.

In the recent years ML methods have increasingly been applied in non-traditional computing platforms, bringing both new challenges and opportunities. The shift from the single processor paradigm to parallel computing systems such as multi-core processors, cloud computing environments, graphic processing units (GPUs) and the network on chip (NoC) has resulted in a need for parallelizable learning methods (Chu et al., 2007, Zinkevich et al., 2009,Low et al., 2010).

At the same time, the widespread use of embedded systems ranging from industrial process control systems to wearable sensors and smartphones have opened up new application areas for intelligent systems. Some such recent ML applications include embedded real-time vision systems for field programmable gate arrays (Fyarabet et al., 2009), personalized health applications for mobile phones (Oresko et al., 2010), sensor based videogame controls that learn to recognize user movements (Shotton et al., 2011), and classifying non-linear electrocardiogram signals (Sun and Cheng, 2012). For a thorough review of the design requirements of machine learning methods in embedded systems we refer to Swere (2008).

Majority of present-day machine learning research focuses on so-called batch learning methods. Such methods, given a data set for training, run a learning process on the data set and then output a predictor which remains fixed after the initial training has been finished. In contrast, it would be beneficial in real-time embedded systems for learning to be an ongoing process in which the predictors would be upgraded whenever new data become available. In machine learning literature, these kind of methods are often referred to as online learning algorithms (Bottou and Le Cun, 2004).